University Schools Netiquette

As University School students move to online learning, we expect and request the following guidelines be used by our teachers, students, and parents when on any digital learning platforms.

We will:

- Refrain from recording or filming teaching sessions unless permission is first granted by the teacher
- Refrain from taking pictures of other children engaged in virtual teaching sessions unless permission is granted by their parent/guardian
- Let our peers finish their thoughts before responding
- Turn off any background noise (TVs, cellphones, other devices)
- Participate and ask questions as appropriate
- Wear appropriate attire for all virtual learning sessions, or mute our screen in circumstances where that may not be possible (this applies to all parties visible via the virtual learning environment, not only the student engaged in instruction)
- Follow classroom rules, expectations and general University Schools code of conduct guidelines in all virtual environments
- Model respect, inclusion, civility and a desire to learn.